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PRINCIPLES
5-03-14
L) Pay attention to My Principles; My boundaries; My latitudes; continual in Praise;
genuine, heartfelt Praise
5-05-14
HH) Higher Levels; My Chosen, know you not that as you go deeper you go higher; welcome
to My heights; let it increase; ever deeper, ever higher, ever deeper, ever higher; and so it
goes, increasing; basic principle;
5-26-14
HH) My wise ones; I dub you; wise in Me; your knowledge expanding; yes, increasing too;
allow it to expand in My depths; increase and expansion are two different principles; feel the
increase of expansion; sense it to the point of bursting; stop it not;
8-23-14
HH) reinstitute; My principles; yes, reinstitute; anchor them into your beings; use your
hands to seal; [He had me put my hands on my forehead as I said, “I reinstitute the principles
of my Lord God Almighty and anchor them into my being.” My hands then went to my belly.
After a few seconds I heard myself saying, “Jesus is Lord, Jesus is Lord, Jesus is Lord.”]
performed; sealed; share
10-02-14
HP) accomplish; what I ask; let no evil have residence; employ My principles; (I
installed His principles.) well done; be it so
11-22-14
HP) you shall judge; according to My principles; (Dr) (I asked for His help for this to be
done as He would have it done.) no other way; (DDR) like a mighty wind; I shall come;
allow Me; (Yes, I definitely allow You; no evil forces to intervene in any way. I disallow
permanently in Jesus's name.) (DR) remember this vow disallowing the evil forces

3-27-15
HH) your silence allowed Me to bring about external blessings I desire for you into
completion; returning them back to Me brings more increase for Us both; a principe
of increase; (Red) bless, bless, bless; always be a blessing;
3-28-15
HH) some have forgotten My law and principles of increase; remind; My increases
for you are vital; ignore not;
12-04-15
HH) wisdom invoked; wisdom gained; wisdom increased; understand this principle;
principle to be applied with all I direct;
1-17-16
L) Child, Child, reimburse; give back blessings, honor, Praises, all I give; understand
the principle; give back so I can give more; see the cycle; must see it;

HP) (As I was returning (reimbursing) to Him, I thanked Him for sending His Holy
Spirit and then found myself saying, “I give of my spirit to You.” I immediately
understood that giving of my spirit was reimbursing Him for giving His Holy Spirit.) Yes,
keep grasping
3-13-16
HH) truth abounds in this place; My truth also is ever increasing and expanding;
undeniable principle; let it flow into you and from you, Child;
5-28-16
HP) Honor Me; teach My babes to honor Me; parallel principle; teach them to
parallel Me in all matters; to draw closer and closer as they parallel Me; pay attention
to their hearts; must
10-21-16
L) share; share that the blind may see; that the deaf may hear; that the mute may
speak; that My
HP) Mercy, give more Mercy; hold it not back; give Mercy, gain Mercy; according to
My principle of giving and gaining with the right heart; keep hearts pure, Bride; always
purity of purpose
5-28-16
HP) Honor Me; teach My babes to honor Me; parallel principle; teach them to
parallel Me in all matters; to draw closer and closer as they parallel Me; pay attention
to their hearts; must

